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Flexible and easy 
reporting for 
Water and 
Sewage Treatment



Calculate amounts
Simple summation of counters 
and flows in order to ascer-
tain volumes, operating times 
or amount of energy.

Built-in rectification
Click on a value in the report to rectify it. 
Naturally, with full traceability.

Flexible report generation
Click on a value in the report to rectify it. 
Naturally, with full traceability.

Manual input
Click on a value in the report to rectify it. 
Naturally, with traceability.

Export and distribute
Export to Excel and PDF or queue to print 
or file.

Standard 
calculations
More than 15 standard calcu-
lations from Proficy Historian, 
e.g. average, max. and total.

Built-in security
Single Sign On security inte-
grated with Windows security.

Customised 
calculations
Calculate overall totals and 
key ratios.

Statistics
Simple reporting statistics.

Graphic 
presentation
More than 50 types of dia-
gram for presentation and 
inter active analysis.

Simple navigation
Reporting tree with support 
for report parameter favourites.

Drilldown
Click directly on the report to 
drill down and understand the 
underlying reasons.

Web-based
Retrieve and integrate reports 
as you please.
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Novotek is a complete supplier with many years of experience within automation for water and sewage treatment works. We can 
offer products for everything from the controlling of individual pumping stations to the complete monitoring, management and 
data collection for the entire business. In addition to that, we can offer maintenance systems and alarm management systems.

The standard products we offer are based on the latest standard within IT and automation. They have open interfaces, down-
wards to existing equipment and upwards to higher level systems. This makes the solutions easy to get started with, but also 
future-proof in a changing world. 
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WATER 
Produced volumes, use of  chemicals, 
amount of  energy.

SEWAGE 
Purified volumes, use of  chemicals, 
amount of  sludge, amount of  energy.

PIPE NETWORK 
Pumping stations, booster stations, 
overflows, rainfall reports.

LAB 
Manual, automatic and external lab 
values combined with process data.

OPERATORS 
Operating data logs, rounds reports.

BIOGAS 
Production, refuelling/sales.

AUTHORITIES 
Emissions reports, rainfall statistics, 
water quality, traceability.

Customised reporting and analysis for 
Water and Sewage systems

The ReportPlus reporting module is a product that enables the easy monitoring of  the regulations and key ratios that exist in today's 
water and sewage systems. This can apply to the use of  chemicals, amounts produced, operating times or energy consumption.

ReportPlus is an open, standard solution that helps to solve the reporting needs for all manner of  user categories:

The product is delivered with a large number of  example reports, making it easy to get started. 
ReportPlus is connected to the world-leading process database, Proficy Historian, which stores all data in a secure and quick 

manner 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. This data is then used as a basis for creating reports. However, it also means that you never 
lose resolution and you can always find out the underlying values in your reports. This is important in all forms of  official reporting 
and pursuance. 
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